
#D-122 Instruction Manual

 Initial Use
1 Anti-clockwise turn the housing of the keypad to get the panel off
2 Insert the 9V battery
3 Input the code(user code, master code, emergency code) to unlock the door

 Insert the batteries

1 Take the keypad housing off and insert a new 9V battery
2 The red light flashes means you should replace a new battery

 Open the door
i. Use user code or master code

1 Input your user code or master code (both are 1 to 8 digits) and then press “#” button
2 Green light flashes once means the code is right, you can clockwise turn the handle to open the door
3 If the code is wrong, the panel will alarm

Ii. Use emergency code
1 Press ‘# ’ twice, the yellow light on
2 Input emergency code and press ‘#’ to confirm
3 Green light flashes once means the code is right, you can clockwise turn the handle to open the door

CAUTION: The preset user code is ‘12345678’, the preset master code is ‘1234’, the preset emergency code is ‘12345678’

 Close the door
Turn the handle anticlockwise to close the door.

 Dear valued customer:
Thank you for choosing our products! You have

taken an important step in organizing and
protecting your most valued possessions. Every
series of our safes is professionally made and
designed to provide safety. Please take time to
read and familiarize yourself with the proper
operating procedures of your new safe presented
on the following pages.



 Automatically locked
1 After four continuously wrong input, the panel will lock automatically for 1 minute
2 Another continuously wrong input will lock the panel for another 5 minutes
3 The panel will return to normal status until you input the right code

CAUTION:The keypad is invalid during the lock status.

 Set the user code
1 With the door unlocked, input original user code(1 to 8 digits), then press ’#’ button
2 With the green light on, press ‘*’ button, the yellow light on(without any follow operations in 8 seconds, the keypad

will exit changing state)
3 With both green light and yellow light on, input your new master code and press ‘*’to confirm
4 The new code will be confirmed by three beeps and yellow light off
5 Four beeps means the new code setting is failed

CAUTION:Test the new user code several times before you close the door;

 Set the master code
1 With the door unlocked, input original master code(1 to 8 digits), then press ’#’ button
2 With the green light on, press ‘*’ button, the yellow light on(without any follow operations in 8 seconds, the keypad

will exit changing state)
3 With both green light and yellow light on, input your new master code and press ‘*’to confirm
4 The new code will be confirmed by three beeps and yellow light off
5 Four beeps means the new code setting is failed

CAUTION:Test the new master code several times before you close the door;

 Set the emergency code
1 Press ‘#’ twice, the yellow light on(without any follow operations in 8 seconds, the keypad will exit changing state)
2 With the yellow light on, input your original emergency code and press ‘#’to confirm, the green light will on
3 With the green light on, press ‘*’, the yellow light will on
4 With both green light and yellow light on, input the new emergency code and press ‘*’ to confirm
5 The new code will be confirmed by three beeps and yellow light off
6 Four beeps means the new code setting is failed

CAUTION:Test the new emergency code several times before you close the door;

 Reset the user code and master code
1 Use the emergency code to open the door, the user code and master code will be reset to preset code automatically
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